Workshops and Seminars
"The Art of Lighting for Impact Make Thousands with the Glamour Attitude" with Rolando Gomez
Saturday February 3rd, 2007 10:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m., or 2:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m
SEMINAR FEE: $20
Sunday February 4th, 2007 1:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.

Glamour guru Rolando Gomez will demonstrate shaping, seeing and sizing light for impact using double-grid,
photofoil, sunbounce and beauty dish techniques while showing you how to use a ring-flash—without the ring. He’ll discuss
the private, in-home glamour business, and demonstrate how to add impact to an image with easy
white-balance techniques, along with Rembrandt lighting or chiaroscuro as a lighting strategy. You’ll also hear how to make
thousands of dollars each month in the private, in-home glamour business as well as the application of glamour photography
in other genres. Gomez will top off the seminar with live demonstrations in lighting techniques. Hand-outs will be provided.

Glamour, Beauty and the Nude

with Rolando

Saturday May 5th 10 - 4 pm and Sunday May 6th, 2007 10 - 1 p.m.

Gomez
SEMINAR FEE:

$295

Glamour, Beauty & the Nude is a three-day workshop that focuses on three genres
of photography in high demand, both for publication and the lucrative in-home, private
glamour business. You’ll receive one-day in-classroom lectures on lighting, and
insider secrets on making thousands of dollars with the private glamour photography
business in addition to post-production techniques with Adobe Photoshop combined
with internet strategies and guerrilla marketing.
On the two days that immediately follow, you’ll get hands-on dramatic lighting
instruction while photographing models at a private studio using reflectors, grids,
scrims, soft boxes, ring flash, California Sunbounce techniques, beauty dishes and
the double-grid method of lighting a model. Rolando will show you how to use
effective techniques like Chiaroscuro and white-balance techniques for dramatic images. Lighting, models, make-up and
wardrobe provided, just bring your camera and lenses for an experience of a lifetime as potential models include a Playboy
Playmate and more! While portfolios are not mandatory, Rolando will provide portfolios reviews in addition to providing the
entire class with tips and tricks for creating an effective portfolio.
Rolando Gomez, a Lexar Elite photographer, Rolando Gomez transitioned from combat photography to glamour photography in 1999. The
author of, Garage Glamour™-Digital Nude and Beauty Photography Made Simple, Gomez is a contributing writer for Studio Photography.
His “flamour” style of photography packed standing-room-only crowds as a Lighting Master at PhotoPlus Expo (NYC), FotoFusion and the
Photo Imaging and Design Expo. He has taught 81 consecutively sold-out workshops from Mexico to Canada and is featured in Leica World.

For registration please call: 323•938•2420 x1286 or log on to www.samys.com to
register online Need more information, email: edu@samys.com.
Space is limited

